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Abstract

The Spitzer Matching Survey of the UltraVISTA ultra-deep Stripes (SMUVS) provides unparalleled depth at 3.6 and 4.5 µm over ~0.66 deg$^2$ of the COSMOS field, allowing precise photometric determinations of redshift and stellar mass. From this unique data set we can connect galaxy samples, selected by stellar mass, to their host dark matter halos for $1.5 < z < 5.0$, filling in a large hitherto unexplored region of the parameter space. To interpret the observed galaxy clustering, we use a phenomenological halo model, combined with a novel method to account for uncertainties arising from the use of photometric redshifts. We find that the satellite fraction decreases with increasing redshift and that the clustering amplitude (e.g., comoving correlation length/large-scale bias) displays monotonic trends with redshift and stellar mass. Applying ΛCDM halo mass accretion histories and cumulative abundance arguments for the evolution of stellar mass content, we propose pathways for the coevolution of dark matter and stellar mass assembly. Additionally, we are able to estimate that the halo mass at which the ratio of stellar-to-halo mass is maximized is $10^{12.5 - 0.66} M_\odot$ at $z \sim 2.5$. This peak halo mass is here inferred for the first time from stellar mass-selected clustering measurements at $z > 2$, and it implies a mild evolution of this quantity for $z \lesssim 3$, consistent with constraints from abundance-matching techniques.
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1. Introduction

A central ansatz of the Λ cold dark matter (ΛCDM) cosmological paradigm is that galaxies form from baryonic condensations within the potential well of a dark matter halo (e.g., White & Rees 1978). However, understanding the relationship between a dark matter halo and the galaxies it hosts is not a trivial exercise. In particular, the issue this paper explores is how the stellar mass of a galaxy is related to the mass of its host dark matter halo, and how this relationship evolves with cosmic time.

A conceptually straightforward way in which to investigate the relation between galaxies and their host halos is a direct simulation of galaxy formation within a cosmological context. The current state of the art of such efforts comprises an N-body computation of the evolution of dark matter combined with either a hydrodynamical (e.g., Vogelsberger et al. 2014; Schaye et al. 2015) or semianalytical (e.g., Somerville et al. 2012; Henriques et al. 2015; Lacey et al. 2016) treatment of the baryonic processes involved. Both schemes have enjoyed considerable and groundbreaking successes in reproducing multiple observational data sets, thereby furthering our understanding of galaxy formation and evolution. However, they are both hampered by a lack of our knowledge regarding some of the complex physical processes involved, such as star and black hole formation, and associated feedback processes. This is largely related to the extreme computational challenge posed by attempting to resolve these processes in simulations of cosmologically significant volumes and time periods. As a result, some uncertainties remain regarding how accurately the physical processes involved in producing galaxies within dark matter halos are accounted for in these models.

Direct observational probes of the dark matter halos of galaxies include galaxy–galaxy lensing (e.g., Brainerd et al. 1996; Hoekstra et al. 2004; Leauthaud et al. 2010; Hudson et al. 2015) and the kinematics of satellite galaxies (e.g., Zaritsky et al. 1993; Brainerd & Specian 2003; van den Bosch et al. 2004; Norberg et al. 2008; More et al. 2011). Galaxy–galaxy lensing uses distortions of the shapes and orientations of background galaxies caused by intervening mass along the line of sight and thus can be used to infer the foreground mass distribution. Satellite kinematics uses satellite galaxies as test particles in order to trace out the dark matter velocity field, and thus potential well, of the dark matter halo.

However, these techniques are both mostly limited to low redshifts ($z < 1$) because it is difficult to resolve individual galaxies at earlier epochs, and they rely on ensemble stacking of galaxies in order to extract a signal.

A simpler, although less direct, approach is to compare the observed abundance and clustering properties of galaxy samples with predictions from a phenomenological halo model (e.g., Neyman & Scott 1952; Berlind & Weinberg 2002; Cooray & Sheth 2002). This is a purely statistical description of how galaxies occupy halos, and thus it forgoes an understanding of the physical processes involved. However, this
technique has been shown to provide a good description of the observed clustering of galaxies and can in principle be applied over very broad redshift ranges.

A drawback of this approach is that it relies on accurate a priori knowledge of the matter power spectrum, halo mass function, halo density profile, and the bias with which halos trace the underlying matter distribution. The relations used in practice are calibrated against numerical simulations, although there remains some doubt about the applicable regime for these calibrations. It also assumes that the bias with which halos trace the underlying matter distribution depends only on halo mass, ignoring potential effects such as “halo assembly bias” (e.g., Zentner et al. 2014).

In recent years the halo occupation modeling technique has been used in many studies investigating the galaxy-halo connection (e.g., Zheng 2004; Zheng et al. 2007; Zehavi et al. 2011; Béthermin et al. 2014; Skibba et al. 2015), and some works have combined this technique with constraints from galaxy–galaxy lensing (e.g., Leauthaud et al. 2010; Coupon et al. 2015). However, interpreting the results from such studies in terms of physical galaxy properties is often complicated by the selection of the galaxies used. Many samples are selected by luminosity, which results in an uncertainty regarding the conversion to stellar mass.

Another difficulty is probing a sufficient range of halo masses such that the galaxy-halo relation can be meaningfully characterized. Increasing the depth of a survey, allowing lower mass galaxies to be investigated, often limits the survey area such that the number of massive galaxies is not sufficient for a robust clustering analysis. This trade-off has proven difficult to overcome for \( z \gtrsim 1 \).

Galaxy clustering at higher redshifts (up to \( z \sim 7 \)) has been investigated through use of the Lyman break “dropout” selection method (e.g., Giavalisco et al. 1998; Harikane et al. 2016; Hatfield et al. 2017; Ishikawa et al. 2017) and Lyman \( \alpha \) emission (e.g., Ouchi et al. 2017). However, as in these works galaxies are selected by broadband color and nebular emission, respectively, the connection to properties such as stellar mass is even more uncertain.

Recently, McCracken et al. (2015) provided a clustering analysis of galaxies selected by stellar mass up to \( z \sim 2 \) based on UltraVISTA DR1 near-infrared and ancillary COSMOS broadband data (McCracken et al. 2012). These authors were able to directly characterize the stellar-to-halo mass relation (SHMR) up to \( z \sim 2 \).

Here, we use the unique Spitzer Matching survey of the UltraVISTA ultra-deep Stripes (SMUVS) galaxy catalog (Ashby et al. 2018; Deshmukh et al. 2018) to extend our understanding of the relationship between a galaxy’s stellar mass and its host dark matter halo to higher redshifts than were previously possible. We do so through comparing the observed clustering and abundances of stellar mass-selected samples of galaxies to predictions from a phenomenological halo occupation model.

This paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 we describe the galaxy catalog used throughout this work and the construction of our galaxy samples. In Section 3 we describe the phenomenological halo model used to interpret our observations, and introduce a novel method to account for the use of photometric redshifts (this is discussed in more detail in Appendix A). We present our results in Section 4 (our main results are tabulated in Table 3, Appendix C). A brief discussion of some of the modeling assumptions made in our analyses is given in Section 5. We conclude in Section 6.

Throughout we assume a flat \( \Lambda \)CDM cosmology with \( \Omega_m = 0.3, \Omega_L = 0.7, \Omega_b = 0.045, h = 0.7, \alpha_b = 0.8, \) and \( n_s = 0.95 \). All magnitudes are quoted in the Absolute Bollometric (AB) system (Oke 1974).

2. The SMUVS Survey

2.1. Survey Overview

The SMUVS program (PI: K. Caputi; Ashby et al. 2018) has collected ultra-deep Spitzer 3.6 and 4.5 \( \mu m \) data over the region of the COSMOS field (Scoville et al. 2007) overlapping with three of the UltraVISTA ultra-deep stripes (McCracken et al. 2012) with deep optical coverage from the Subaru Telescope (Taniguchi et al. 2007). The UltraVISTA data considered here correspond to the third data release, which reaches an average depth of \( K_s = 24.9 \pm 0.1 \) and \( H = 25.1 \pm 0.1 \) (2 arcsec diameter, 5\( \sigma \)). This paper forms part of a series of scientific studies that make use of SMUVS data, such as the search for strong H\( \alpha \) emitters at \( z = 4 – 5 \) (Caputi et al. 2017) and the study of galaxy structural properties for \( z \gtrsim 5 \) (Hill et al. 2017).

A thorough description of the SMUVS multiwavelength source catalog construction and spectral energy distribution (SED) fitting is given in Deshmukh et al. (2018), but we summarize the main details here.

Sources are extracted from the UltraVISTA HK\( _s \) average stack mosaics using SEXTRACTOR (Bertin & Arnouts 1996). The positions of these sources were then used as priors to perform iterative point-source function (PSF) fitting photometric measurements on the SMUVS 3.6 and 4.5 \( \mu m \) mosaics, using the DAOPHOT package (Stetson 1987).

For all of these sources, 2 arcsec diameter circular photometry on 26 broad, intermediate, and narrow bands \( U \) to \( K_s \) is measured (Deshmukh et al. 2018). After cleaning for galactic stars using a \( B-J-3.6 \) color selection (e.g., Caputi et al. 2011), and masking regions of contaminated light around the brightest sources, the final catalog contains \( \sim 2.9 \times 10^5 \) UltraVISTA sources with a detection in at least one IRAC band over an area of \( \sim 0.66 \) square degrees.

The SED fitting is performed with all 28 bands (26 \( U \) through \( K_s \) as well as Spitzer 3.6 and 4.5 \( \mu m \)) using the \( \chi^2 \) minimization code LEPHARE\(^9\) (Arnouts et al. 1999; Ilbert et al. 2006). We assume Bruzual & Charlot (2003) templates corresponding to a simple stellar population formed with a Chabrier (2003) stellar initial mass function and either solar or sub-solar (1 Z\( _{\odot} \) or 0.2 Z\( _{\odot} \)) metallicity, and allow for the addition of nebular emission lines. Additionally, we assume exponentially declining star formation histories.

Photometric redshifts and stellar mass estimates are obtained for \( >99 \) percent of our sources. Using ancillary spectroscopic data in COSMOS to assess the quality of the obtained photometric redshifts, we found that the standard deviation, \( \sigma_{\text{zp}} \), of \( \Delta z_{\text{phot}}/\Delta z_{\text{spec}} \) based on \( \sim 1.4 \times 10^4 \) galaxies with reliable spectroscopic redshifts in the COSMOS field (see Table 1 in Ilbert et al. 2013 and references therein) is 0.026 (Deshmukh et al. 2018). This statistic is computed excluding outliers, defined as objects for which
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\(^7\) http://cosmos.astro.caltech.edu


\(^9\) http://www.cfht.hawaii.edu/~arnouts/LEPHARE/lephare.html
is the mean mass at which 50 percent of galaxies host a single galaxy and describes the asymptotic slope at high halo mass.

Thus, the HOD is described by

\( \log h_{NM} = \log M_h - \log M_{h,\text{min}} \). 

where \( M_{h,\text{min}} \) is the mass at which 50 percent of the halos have a single galaxy and \( \sigma_{\log M_h} \) is the width of the central galaxy mass occupation. The contribution from satellite galaxies is modeled as a power law with a cutoff at low halo masses:

\[ N_c(M_h) = \left( \frac{M_h - M_{h,0}}{M_{h,1}} \right)^{\alpha_{\text{sat}}} \]

where \( M_{h,0} \) is the cutoff mass scale, \( M_{h,1} \) characterizes the amplitude, and \( \alpha_{\text{sat}} \) describes the asymptotic slope at high halo mass.

Thus, the HOD is described by five parameters: \( M_{h,\text{min}}, M_{h,1}, M_{h,0}, \alpha_{\text{sat}}, \) and \( \sigma_{\log M_h} \).
A spatial correlation function, $\xi(r)$, where $r$ is the comoving spatial separation, is then constructed from the HOD. This step assumes a number of relations, generally calibrated against numerical simulations, which are described in the following two paragraphs.

A Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW; Navarro et al. 1997) halo density profile, with the concentration relation of Bullock et al. (2001) is assumed. The halo mass function we use is the parametrization of Tinker et al. (2008), with the high-redshift correction of Behroozi et al. (2013b), as well as the large-scale dark matter halo bias parametrization of Tinker et al. (2010). These Tinker et al. relations adopt the definition of a halo as a spherical overdensity of 200 relative to the mean cosmic density at the epoch of interest (e.g., Lacey & Cole 1994; Tinker et al. 2008).

The matter power spectrum is computed according to Eisenstein & Hu (1999) with the nonlinear correction of Smith et al. (2003) applied. Additionally, we implement the two halo exclusion model of Tinker et al. (2005), which improves on that presented in Zheng (2004). A thorough description of the construction of a similar halo model, upon which the one used in this work is based, is given in Appendix A of Coupon et al. (2012).

Given an HOD, we can compute the following derived quantities that we discuss later: the satellite fraction, $f_{sat}$,

$$f_{sat}(z) = 1 - f_{cen}(z) = 1 - \int N(M_h, z)n(M_h, z)dM_h/n_{gal}(z),$$

(7)

where $n(M_h, z)$ is the halo mass function and $n_{gal}$ is the galaxy number density,

$$n_{gal}(z) = \int N(M_h)n(M_h, z)dM_h,$$

(8)

and the effective large-scale galaxy bias, $b_{gal}$,

$$b_{gal}(z) = \int b_h(M_h, z)N(M_h)n(M_h, z)dM_h/n_{gal}(z).$$

(9)

where $b_h(M_h, z)$ is the large-scale halo bias parametrization of Tinker et al. (2010).

3.3. Projection and the Effect of Photometric Redshift Errors

In this work we measure angular correlation functions of galaxies in bins of redshift. This is a necessary consequence of our photometric redshifts, which are not accurate enough to measure the galaxy distribution in three dimensions. Thus a spatial correlation function, $\xi(r)$, computed from an HOD, needs to be projected along the line of sight into two dimensions for comparison with our data. For this we use the Limber (1953) equation,

$$w(\theta) = \frac{\int \left( n_{gal}(z) \frac{d^3V}{dz} W(z) \right)^2 \frac{dz}{d\chi} \int \xi(r, z) dz}{\left( \int n_{gal}(z) \frac{d^3V}{dz} W(z) dz \right)^2},$$

(10)

where $n_{gal}$ is the number density of galaxies predicted by the HOD, $dV/d\chi$ is the comoving volume element, $dz/d\chi = H_0 E(z)/c$ where $E(z) = [\Omega_m(1+z)^3 + \Omega_k]^{1/2}$, and $\chi$ corresponds to the comoving radial distance to redshift $z$. The comoving line-of-sight separation, $u$, is defined by $r = [u^2 + \chi^2 \sigma_v^2]^{1/2}$ where $\sigma_v^2/2 = [1 - \cos(\theta)]$. The $W(z)$ term in Equation (10) relates to the redshift window that is being probed by the survey. If the redshifts were known precisely, then (ignoring further complications such as redshift space distortions) this would be a top-hat function equal to unity between the limits of the redshift range probed and zero elsewhere. However, with photometric redshifts, this is not the case, and the top-hat window should be convolved with an error kernel that is generally unknown a priori.

In order to mitigate this, here we assume a Gaussian error kernel and approximate a $(1+z)$ evolution in the error kernel dispersion, $\Delta_z$, such that

$$W(z) = \frac{1}{2} \left[ \text{erf}\left( \frac{z - z_{lo}}{\Delta_z(1 + z_{lo})} \right) - \text{erf}\left( \frac{z - z_{hi}}{\Delta_z(1 + z_{hi})} \right) \right].$$

(11)

Here $z_{lo}$ and $z_{hi}$ represent the lower and upper redshift limits of the photometric redshift bin respectively. While the integral in Equation (10) is, in principle, over all redshift, it only has significant contributions from redshifts where $W(z)$ is appreciably nonzero. We leave $\Delta_z$ as a free parameter in our fitting procedure, which is described in Section 3.4. This decision, and

---

Table 1: Characteristics of Each Galaxy Sample

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Threshold</th>
<th>$1.5 &lt; z &lt; 2.0$</th>
<th>$2.0 &lt; z &lt; 3.0$</th>
<th>$3.0 &lt; z &lt; 4.0$</th>
<th>$4.0 &lt; z &lt; 5.0$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$N_{gal}$</td>
<td>$M_{z,9}$</td>
<td>$N_{gal}$</td>
<td>$M_{z,9}$</td>
<td>$N_{gal}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.00</td>
<td>19 637</td>
<td>9.49</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.20</td>
<td>15 309</td>
<td>9.64</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.40</td>
<td>11 232</td>
<td>9.86</td>
<td>18 362</td>
<td>9.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.60</td>
<td>8 186</td>
<td>10.09</td>
<td>12 201</td>
<td>9.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.75</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.80</td>
<td>6 129</td>
<td>10.27</td>
<td>7 851</td>
<td>10.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>4 634</td>
<td>10.42</td>
<td>5 194</td>
<td>10.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.20</td>
<td>3 158</td>
<td>10.54</td>
<td>3 516</td>
<td>10.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.40</td>
<td>1 398</td>
<td>10.66</td>
<td>2 357</td>
<td>10.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.60</td>
<td>1 469</td>
<td>10.79</td>
<td>1 446</td>
<td>10.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.80</td>
<td>1 672</td>
<td>10.95</td>
<td>2 140</td>
<td>10.93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. In $\log_{10}(M/M_\odot)$. For each stellar mass threshold and redshift bin, we report the number of galaxies and the median stellar mass.
our modeling of the photometric redshift dispersion, is discussed in more detail in Appendix A.

Once projected according to Equation (10), we account for the integral constraint (e.g., Groth & Peebles 1977). This is the correction required because the measured angular correlation function will integrate to zero over the whole field by construction of the estimator for \( w(\theta) \) that we used. This results in the measured angular correlation function being underestimated by an average amount

\[
\sigma_{IC}^2 = \frac{1}{\Omega} \int \int w_{\text{true}}(\theta) d\Omega_1 d\Omega_2,
\]

where \( w_{\text{true}} \) is the true angular correlation function, and the angular integrations are performed over a field of area \( \Omega \).

Here we evaluate Equation (12) according to the numerical method proposed by Roche & Eales (1999),

\[
\sigma_{IC}^2 = \frac{\sum w_{\text{true}}(\theta) \text{RR}(\theta)}{\sum \text{RR}(\theta)}.
\]

We take \( w_{\text{true}} \) to be the angular correlation function predicted by our HOD model, and subtract \( \sigma_{IC}^2 \) from it before comparing it to our observed correlation functions. We do this for each evaluation of \( w(\theta) \) in our fitting procedure, which is described below. These corrections are typically \(< 10^{-2}\).

### 3.4. Fitting

We derive the best-fitting halo model corresponding to our clustering and abundance measurements using the PYTHON affine-invariant implementation for Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC), EMCEE11 (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013). Although our model in principle has six adjustable parameters, after some initial tests, we determined that despite a good signal being measured in our correlation functions, our data were insufficient to fully constrain all of them. This was based on consideration of the Bayesian information criterion (BIC; Schwarz 1978; see, e.g., Liddle 2007 for a discussion of this criterion). It is an approximation of the Bayesian evidence and is similar in construction to the Akaike (1974) information criterion. We therefore decided to fix a number of our model parameters to avoid overfitting our data. For \( M_{h,0} \), we follow Conroy et al. (2006), who propose, based on their simulations, the relationship

\[
\log_{10} M_{h,0} = 0.76 \log_{10} M_{h,1} + 2.3.
\]

We also choose to fix \( \sigma_{\text{log} M_h} = 0.2 \) and \( \sigma_{\text{sat}} = 1.0 \) as these are standard values adopted throughout the literature and are supported by both theoretical and observational studies (see e.g., Wake et al. 2011; Martinez-Manso et al. 2015; Harikane et al. 2016, and references therein). There are thus three free parameters in our model: \( M_{h,\text{min}} \), \( M_{h,1} \), and \( \Delta_c \). We discuss our decision to leave \( \Delta_c \) as a free parameter in more detail in Appendix A.

We simultaneously fit both the observed clustering and number of galaxies by summing both contributions to the total \( \chi^2 \) such that

\[
\chi^2 = \sum_{i,j} [w_{\text{obs}}(\theta_i) - w_{\text{mod}}(\theta_j)](C^{-1})_{ij}[w_{\text{obs}}(\theta_j) - w_{\text{mod}}(\theta_j)]
+ \frac{[N_{\text{obs}} - n_{\text{mod}}]}{\sigma_{\text{gal}}^2} \frac{V_{\text{mod}}}{\sigma_{\text{CV}}^2} + \sigma_{\text{fit}}^2,
\]

where \( n_{\text{mod}} \) is the number density of galaxies predicted by the HOD and the volume, \( V_{\text{mod}} \), is computed according to \( V_{\text{mod}} = (\Omega/4\pi) \int W(z) (dV/dz) dz \), where \( \Omega \) is the area of our survey and \( W(z) \) is defined as in Equation (11). This therefore incorporates the effect of photometric redshift error on the observed number of galaxies through the \( \Delta_c \) parameter. There are contributions to the error on the observed number of galaxies from Poisson noise, \( \sigma_{\text{gal}} \), cosmic variance, \( \sigma_{\text{CV}} \), which is computed using the method presented in Moster et al. (2011), and a term that accounts for the error in the SED fitting procedure, \( \sigma_{\text{fit}} \). For this latter term we construct 100 mock catalogs by scattering each SMUFS galaxy within the probability distribution for its stellar mass and redshift given by LePHARE (the construction of these mock catalogs are described in more detail by Deshmukh et al. 2018). We then apply the same photometric redshift and stellar mass cuts to these mock catalogs and take \( \sigma_{\text{fit}} \) to be the standard deviation in the number of galaxies in each sample across the 100 mock catalogs. The value of these different sources of error for each sample is given in Table 3; the total error on the observed number of galaxies is typically \( \sim 10 \) percent. This is comparable to the uncertainty quoted by Wake et al. (2011), who derived errors of \( \sim 15 \) percent on their galaxy number densities using a different method for a slightly smaller area than surveyed here (\( \sim 0.4 \text{deg}^2 \)). Additionally, we have scaled the inverse covariance matrix, \( C^{-1} \), (see Equation (3)) in order to account for bias from a finite number of jackknife samples, according to Hartlap et al. (2007).

We assume uninformative (i.e., flat) priors for our three free parameters (our fitting procedure is thus analogous to a maximum likelihood estimation). After a conservative “burn-in” phase, we run 40 walkers for 2500 loops, which results in the posterior distribution being sampled with 105 points. The chains appear “well mixed” by this point, and inspection of their autocorrelation and the Gelman-Rubin statistic (Gelman & Rubin 1992) indicates that they have converged. Our best-fit parameters are taken to be the sample in our chains that returns the minimum \( \chi^2 \), and the uncertainties represent the bounds of the 1\( \sigma \) contours in parameter space described by \( \chi^2 < \chi_{\text{min}}^2 + \Delta \chi^2 \), where \( \Delta \chi^2 = 3.53 \) for three free parameters. The value and uncertainties of the derived quantities (e.g., satellite fraction) are determined in the same way. Some examples of the likelihood distributions produced by our modeling and fitting procedure are shown in Figure 17, Appendix D.

### 4. Results

In this section we display our main results. In Section 4.1 we present some of our measured angular correlation functions and the resulting best-fit halo models. We present
the characteristic halo masses of, and satellite galaxy fractions derived from, our best-fit halo models in Sections 4.2 and 4.3, respectively. In Section 4.4 we show the clustering amplitude (comoving correlation length and large-scale bias) evolution inferred from our data, and in Section 4.4.1 we use our bias measurements to propose a technique for computing coevolutionary histories for dark matter and stellar mass assembly. Finally, in Section 4.5 we investigate the SHMR of our data. We show that with our derived SHMRs we can reproduce our stellar mass functions in Appendix B, highlighting the consistency of our analysis. Our main results are summarized in Table 3 in Appendix C.

Figure 2. Stellar mass-selected angular correlation function measurements in SMUVS. Each panel represents a different redshift bin. Colors and symbols indicate different stellar mass limits as shown in the legends. Solid lines show the angular correlation function of our best-fit halo models. The dashed lines indicate the angular correlation function of dark matter; note that these have been projected incorporating the best-fit value for $\Delta_c$. The inset panels show the best-fit halo occupation distribution; dotted lines here show the contribution from satellite galaxies.

4.1. Halo Model Analysis of Angular Two-point Correlation Functions

Here we present our measurements of the clustering of galaxies and results from the corresponding best-fit halo model. Some examples of these are shown in Figure 2.

In general, the fits to the observed clustering appear to be good. However, we recall that a purely visual inspection of the fit might be misleading. The reason is that the covariance between different angular bins and the abundance constraint used in the fitting are not visualized in Figure 2. Our goodness of fit is also reflected in our low values for the minimum reduced $\chi^2$ (typically $\sim$1, see Table 3).
It should be noted that the amplitudes of the measured angular correlation functions do not necessarily display a monotonically increasing trend with increasing stellar mass, evident in the $1.5 < z < 2.0$ panel of Figure 2. However, as higher stellar mass galaxies are less abundant, one would expect them to reside in higher mass halos\cite{12} that are more biased and would thus have a greater correlation amplitude.

In our framework, this is accommodated by the $\Delta_{s}$ parameter in our fitting procedure. For example, at $1.5 < z < 2.0$, the $\log_{10}(M_{s}/M_{\odot}) > 9.8$ sample has a lower clustering amplitude on large scales ($\gtrsim 5 \times 10^{-3}$ deg) than the $\log_{10}(M_{s}/M_{\odot}) > 9.2$ sample (see the top left panel of Figure 2). Therefore, the higher mass sample must have a higher best-fit value of $\Delta_{s}$. Our modeling produces a value of $\Delta_{s} \sim 0.09$ relative to $\Delta_{s} \sim 0.04$ for the high- and low-mass samples mentioned above, respectively. We caution against overinterpreting these values in terms of $\log_{10}(\sigma_{\text{phot}} - \sigma_{\text{spec}})/(1 + z_{\text{spec}})$ diagnostics, as our $\Delta_{s}$ parameter describes a global photometric redshift dispersion. It does not segregate out redshift outliers and ignores selection effects introduced by comparing to spectroscopic redshifts. A higher value of $\Delta_{s}$ projects the intrinsic spatial correlation function over a larger redshift range (according to Equation (10)) and thus lowers the amplitude of the angular correlation function. This is also reflected in the amplitudes of the matter correlation functions, shown as the dashed lines in Figure 2.

Generally, although it is not always the case, we find that samples with higher mass in a given redshift bin tend to have higher values of $\Delta_{s}$. This is not necessarily unexpected. Massive galaxies ($M_{*} \gtrsim 10^{10} M_{\odot}$) exhibit, on average, greater dust attenuation than less massive ones. This, in turn, leads to an increased degeneracy in the parameter space of the SED fitting between stellar age and dust reddening.\cite{13} In general, however, we find that our best-fit values of $\Delta_{s}$ are low relative to the size of our photometric redshift bins, suggesting that our redshifts are accurate enough for the analysis performed in this study. Typically, we find $\Delta_{s}(1 + z_{\text{spec}})/\Delta_{s}(1 + z_{\text{spectro}}) \lesssim 0.5$ (where $z_{\text{spec}}$ is the median redshift of the sample and $z_{\text{spectro}}$ and $z_{\text{spec}}$ represent the limits of the bin), and all of our values for $\Delta_{s}(1 + z_{\text{spec}})/\Delta_{s}(1 + z_{\text{spectro}})$ are consistent with being lower than unity (within 1$_{\sigma}$, see Figure 14 and the discussion in Appendix A for more details).

4.2. Characteristic Halo Masses

Here we consider the characteristic halo masses, $M_{h,\text{min}}$ and $M_{h,1}$, which represent the mass at which 50 percent of the halos host a single central galaxy in the sample, and at which each halo hosts an additional satellite galaxy, respectively.\cite{14} These quantities are shown in Figure 3 as a function of the median stellar mass of each sample and redshift.

We can see that both halo masses are well constrained by our clustering and abundance measurements and that they form tight, approximately linear, relationships with stellar mass (in log space) with no significant evolution with redshift (although our $4.0 < z < 5.0$ point is offset to lower halo masses, as is expected from the hierarchical nature of structure formation). We find the “mass gap” between $M_{h,\text{min}}$ and $M_{h,1}$ to be $\sim 10–20$, which is broadly consistent with earlier studies (e.g., Zehavi et al. 2011; McCracken et al. 2015).

4.3. Satellite Fractions

Satellite galaxies are those that do not sit at the center of the potential well of a dark matter halo (as “central” galaxies do), but rather formed in other dark matter halos that later merged.
with (or were accreted onto) their current host. They are on bound orbits, which decay as a result of the dynamical friction of dark matter acting on the sub-halo, and will eventually merge onto the central galaxy. Thus an increase in the satellite fraction can indicate halo merging activity, while a decrease can indicate that these satellites have merged with the central galaxy.

The satellite fractions derived from our clustering and abundance measurements (Equation (7)) are shown in Figure 4. We find that our inferred satellite fractions generally increase with cosmic time, as can be expected from hierarchical structure formation. This is supported by studies at lower redshift that indicate higher satellite fractions than we observe here, for example, Zehavi et al. (2011) derive a value of $f_{\text{sat}} \approx 0.3$ at $z = 0$. Additionally, we observe a mild decreasing trend of $f_{\text{sat}}$ with increasing stellar mass for $2.0 < z < 3.0$, but a much flatter relationship for $1.5 < z < 2.0$. This is indicative of halo merging activity (which converts central galaxies into satellites) and/or in situ stellar mass assembly in satellite galaxies (which moves satellite galaxies into higher stellar mass samples). However, distinguishing the relative contribution of these two potential processes would require further analysis of these data with more physically motivated models than the HOD framework adopted here.

Our data compare favorably with the satellite fractions inferred by McCracken et al. (2015). These authors performed a similar halo model analysis as we did here, although their initial photometry was based on the earlier UltraVISTA DR1 (McCracken et al. 2012). Additionally, they left all of the HOD parameters as free in their fitting procedure (whereas some are fixed here, as was discussed in Section 3.4) and did not consider photometric redshift dispersion in their model, equivalent to assuming $\Delta_z = 0$ in this work. For $2.0 < z < 3.0$, the two studies are in excellent agreement, although it should be noted that the McCracken et al. redshift range for $z \geq 2$ spans only $2.0 < z < 2.5$. However, the agreement is less good for $1.5 < z < 2.0$, and we do not reproduce the decreasing trend with increasing stellar mass found by McCracken et al. (and evident to a lesser extent in our measurements for $2.0 < z < 3.0$) and other studies at lower redshift (e.g.,Coupon et al. 2012).

Our satellite fractions and those of McCracken et al. are both smaller than those found by Wake et al. (2011) and Martinez-Manso et al. (2015), who derived satellite fractions in the range $f_{\text{sat}} = 0.1$–0.25 at $z \sim 1.5$–2 for $\log_{10}(M_*/M_\odot) > 10$ galaxies. The Wake et al. study is based on data from the NEWFIRM medium-band survey (NMBS, van Dokkum et al. 2009) and is drawn from $\sim$0.4 deg$^2$, suggesting that the larger area of the McCracken et al. study ($\sim$1.5 deg$^2$) and ours ($\sim$0.66 deg$^2$) may be responsible for the difference. However, the Martinez-Manso et al. study is based on the $\sim$95 deg$^2$ Spitzer South Pole Telescope Deep-Field Survey (Ashby et al. 2013). The satellite fraction is most sensitive to the HOD parameters $\alpha_{\text{sat}}$ and $M_{h1}$, which are constrained primarily by the small-scale ($\theta \lesssim 10^{-2}$ deg) clustering relating to the one-halo term in the HOD model. It is unlikely that our choice to fix $\alpha_{\text{sat}}$ is the cause, as both the Wake et al. and Martinez-Manso et al. studies also fixed $\alpha_{\text{sat}} = 1$. Therefore it might be the case that some features in the small-scale clustering in the COSMOS field may result in lower satellite fractions in our work and the McCracken et al. study than Wake et al. and Martinez-Manso et al. (although Wake et al. drew half of their area from COSMOS). It should also be noted that the Martinez-Manso et al. study does not select galaxies by their stellar mass but instead by their mid-infrared color, which may complicate a direct comparison with this work.

4.4. Comoving Correlation Length and Galaxy Bias

Earlier studies of the clustering of galaxies at low redshift found that their correlation function could be adequately described by a power law, i.e., $\xi(r) \sim (r/r_0)^{-\gamma}$ (e.g., Davis & Peebles 1983; Hawkins et al. 2003). Here $r_0$ is the “correlation length” that describes the separation at which the correlation function is equal to unity, and $\gamma$, which is typically $\sim$1.8, describes the slope.

However, this description of the correlation function of galaxies is somewhat problematic as more recent observations at higher redshifts have shown that galaxy clustering exhibits deviations from a simple power law that can be readily understood in terms of halo occupation models such as those used in this work (e.g., Zheng 2004). Moreover, the results from fitting a simple power law can be sensitive to the scales used in the fitting procedure and whether $\gamma$ was fixed. However, it can still be informative, both for comparing with earlier work and as it roughly describes the amplitude of the observed correlation function.

Here, rather than attempt to fit a power law to our observed angular correlation functions, we compute this quantity directly from the spatial correlation functions predicted by our best-fit halo models. For this we define the correlation length such that $\xi(r_0) = 1$. We show our inferred $r_0$ values in Figure 5. Here, we can see that $r_0$ generally increases monotonically with redshift and stellar mass. For example, at $1.5 < z < 2.0$, galaxies with $M_* \sim 10^{10.3} M_\odot$ display a correlation length of...
Comparing to some earlier measurements in Figure 5, we can see that our data occupy a hitherto relatively unexplored region of this parameter space. Marulli et al. (2013) fit a power law to the projected spatial correlation function measured from galaxies identified in the VIMOS public extragalactic redshift survey (VIPERS, Guzzo & The Vipers Team 2013), and Durkalec et al. (2015) performed a similar analysis with data from the VIMOS ultra-deep survey (VUDS). Both of these VIMOS surveys allow for the determination of spectroscopic redshifts. The Marulli et al. data appear broadly consistent with the trends identified in ours, although the redshift range of the two studies does not overlap. They find the same trend of increasing $r_0$ with stellar mass, and their correlation lengths are at smaller scales than ours (for a fixed stellar mass), which would be expected as they are measured at lower redshift. At lower stellar masses ($M_\star \sim 10^{9.6} M_\odot$), we find a larger $r_0$ than Durkalec et al., although this may be due their $r_0$ being determined through a power-law fit, rather than a halo model as we do here, as the large-scale bias Durkalec et al. inferred from fitting a HOD model to their clustering measurements agrees well with ours, as is shown in Figure 6. Wake et al. (2011) find similar correlation lengths to ours for high-mass galaxies, although they derive their correlation lengths by fitting a power law to their observed angular clustering, which is different to the procedure we follow.

A perhaps more physically meaningful quantity, related to the comoving correlation length, is the large-scale galaxy bias. This describes the difference in amplitude between the matter correlation function and that of the observed galaxy sample. We compute an effective large-scale bias from our best-fit halo models, according to Equation (9). These are shown in Figure 6 as a function of stellar mass and redshift. A striking monotonically increasing relationship between redshift and large-scale bias (at a fixed stellar mass) is evident here. The relationship between stellar mass and bias appears to be flatter at lower redshifts ($z \lesssim 3$) and at lower stellar masses (although we note that the stellar mass range probed also changes with redshift).

A similar relationship between large-scale bias and stellar mass as is also seen at $z \sim 1.5$ in the Martinez-Manso et al. (2015) data, with which our determinations agree excellently well. Our bias values are also in reasonable agreement with McCracken et al. (2015), although these authors find a flatter trend at high stellar masses. This may in part be due to our inclusion of $\Delta$, as a free parameter, as calculations in which we fix $\Delta = 0.035$ (as suggested by the $\sigma_8$ value for our catalog in the range $1.5 < z < 5.0$) produce a flatter relationship that agrees better with the McCracken et al. data. Martinez-Manso et al. account for the redshift dispersion as they use the full redshift probability distributions for each galaxy in projecting the spatial correlation function produced by their HOD model. The bias values found by McCracken et al. from their $2.0 < z < 2.5$ measurements ($b_{\text{gal}} \lesssim 3$) appear lower than those we infer for $2.0 < z < 3.0$, but this may be due to the broader redshift range we consider, which would include more biased galaxies in the $2.5 < z < 3.0$ range (for a fixed stellar mass threshold) than the McCracken et al. data. We also note that the halo model-derived bias values found by Wake et al. (2011) for $z \sim 1.6–2.2$ are higher than ours for $1.5 < z < 2.0$. They find $b_{\text{gal}} \sim 3–4$ for galaxies with $\log_{10}(M_\star/M_\odot) > 10.5$.

Again, this comparison with literature values indicates that we have filled in a large hitherto unexplored area of this plane,
and our results show reasonable agreement where they coincide with earlier measurements.

4.4.1. Potential Evolutionary Paths

In this section, we propose a method to track the coevolution of dark matter halo and stellar mass assembly, based on our large-scale bias and stellar mass measurements presented above.

First, we generate descendant halo masses, according to our $z = 0$ halo mass function. To these we apply halo mass assembly histories, using the form proposed by McBride et al. (2009). These authors parametrized halo mass accretion histories from the Millennium N-body simulations (Springel et al. 2005) according to

$$M_{h}(z) = M_{h,z=0}(1 + z)^{\beta} e^{-\gamma z},$$

where $M_{h,z=0}$ is the mass of the $z = 0$ descendant. We note that other parametrizations for halo mass accretion histories in $\Lambda$CDM have been proposed in the literature (e.g., van den Bosch 2002; Wechsler et al. 2002). We generate a realistic ensemble of these histories according to the distributions of $\beta$ and $\gamma$ described in Appendix A of McBride et al. We then select halo histories with a bias equal to the effective galaxy bias we measure for a given galaxy population at a given redshift and track the evolution of this bias over cosmic time. We use the halo mass-large-scale bias relation of Tinker et al. (2010) to convert halo mass into large-scale bias in this section, in order to be consistent with our earlier analysis.

Using our galaxy population with $\log_{10}(M_{*}/M_{\odot}) > 10.8$ at $1.5 < z < 2.0$ as our starting point, we show the median evolution of the bias for such histories as the solid dark line in Figure 7. The dashed lines indicate the 16–84 percentile scatter that we can compute from the ($\sim 10^3$) halo histories that go through this locus on the bias-redshift plane. At high redshift, the scatter in the halo histories encompasses a broad range of progenitor halo masses.

For stellar mass evolution, we apply the cumulative number density approach proposed by Behroozi et al. (2013a). These authors found, using the abundance model of Behroozi et al. (2013b), that tracking the progenitors of galaxies selected by their stellar mass at a given redshift could be done simply by increasing the cumulative number density of the population by $0.16 \times \Delta z$ dex at previous redshifts. Behroozi et al. attributed this simple power-law behavior to the roughly constant halo merger rate per unit halo per unit $\Delta z$ in $\Lambda$CDM cosmologies (e.g., Fakhouri et al. 2010).

We do this now for our SMUVS data, starting again with $\log_{10}(M_{*}/M_{\odot}) > 10.8$ galaxies at $1.5 < z < 2.0$. At earlier redshifts, we relate the progenitor number density (based on the Behroozi et al. argument outlined above) to a stellar mass threshold and a median stellar mass. The evolution of the median stellar masses is shown as the colored line, plotted on top of the median halo mass accretion history described above, in Figure 7. We track the stellar mass evolution to $z \sim 4$, at which point the stellar mass threshold of the progenitors falls below our 80 percent stellar mass completeness limit.

Of interest is where our median halo history intersects with our measurements of galaxy bias at higher redshifts. Here, our median stellar masses computed via the progenitor number density method outlined above appear to agree broadly with those measured directly at that redshift for galaxy samples with a similar bias to our computed median halo mass accretion history.

This is a potentially powerful result, as it indicates that clustering measurements of stellar mass-selected galaxy samples, such as those performed here, can be used to project consistent evolutionary paths for the dark matter and stellar mass assembly over significant proportions of the history of the Universe. It is also more straightforward to compute than other methods used to propose evolutionary pathways for galaxies based on clustering measurements (e.g., Conroy et al. 2008). We present this result again in the left panel of Figure 8, where the assembly histories are instead plotted as a function of lookback time and the bias measurements from Figure 7 have been converted into halo masses using the relation of Tinker et al. (2010). In the right panel of Figure 8 we show another example, applying this technique to galaxies with $\log_{10}(M_{*}/M_{\odot}) > 10.2$ at $1.5 < z < 2.0$.

Also of note here is that the assembly histories for stellar mass and dark matter are intrinsically different shapes. This is a challenge for most physical galaxy formation models to reproduce, as is discussed in detail by Mitchell et al. (2014).

---

15 In practice, we used the Behroozi et al. code publically available at https://code.google.com/archive/p/nd-redshift/ to compute the progenitor number density and its 1σ scatter.
There are a number of caveats to the result in this section, and it should be noted that the agreement between the proposed assembly histories and our data is not perfect and that the scatter on both the halo and stellar mass histories is significant. Choosing halo histories based on a single bias value ignores the fact that a range of halo masses will be occupied, which is indeed implied by our halo occupation models. This would probably only increase the (already significant) scatter and have a relatively minor impact on the median history, as there is a steep fall-off of the halo mass function toward high halo masses and in our HODs toward low halo masses. The halo histories we generate are based on simulations performed with slightly different cosmological parameters than those assumed here, but any change due to this is likely to be subdominant to the intrinsic scatter in the histories, which we have explicitly shown.

Nevertheless, we consider the agreement good enough for this technique, combining ΛCDM halo mass accretion histories and cumulative number density arguments for stellar mass evolution, based on stellar mass-selected clustering measurements, to be explored further in order to aid our understanding of the coevolution of the stellar and dark matter content of halos.

4.5. Relation of Stellar Mass to Halo Mass

The SHMR is of great importance to galaxy formation models because it can be interpreted as the star formation history integrated over the lifetime of the halo, and thus as the efficiency with which baryons are converted into stars in halos of a given mass (assuming a constant fraction of a halo’s mass is composed of baryons).

We are able to constrain this relation for our two lowest redshift bins (1.5 < z < 2.0 and 2.0 < z < 3.0), as shown in Figure 9, where we plot the ratio of the median stellar mass of a galaxy sample to the characteristic halo mass \( M_{h,\text{min}} \). The error bars shown here have been propagated from the uncertainty on \( M_{h,\text{min}} \) derived from our MCMC fitting procedure. At higher redshifts, our clustering measurements lack the range of stellar/halo masses required to adequately characterize this relationship.

At 4.0 < z < 5.0, our data suggest an increase in the normalization of the SHMR. While this is a tentative result, we interpret this as subsequent stellar mass assembly being regulated by feedback processes, while the growth of a dark matter halo is not, reducing the normalization of this ratio over cosmic time. It also points toward the star formation efficiency being greater at higher redshifts.

We describe the SMHR using the following functional form, proposed by Behroozi et al. (2013b; see their Equation (4)):

\[
\log_{10}(M_*(M_h)) = \log_{10}(\varepsilon M_i) + f\left(\log_{10}\left(\frac{M_h}{M_i}\right)\right) - f(0),
\]

where the function \( f(x) \) is described by

\[
f(x) = -\log_{10}(10^{\alpha x} + 1) + \frac{\log_{10}(1 + \exp(x))}{1 + \exp(10^{\alpha})}.
\]

That is, a power law with slope \(-\alpha\) for \( M_h \ll M_* \) and an exponential transitioning into a sub-power law with slope \( \gamma \) for \( M_h \gg M_* \). Other parameterizations of this relationship have been proposed, mainly four-parameter double power-laws with different high- and low-mass slopes (e.g., Yang et al. 2003; Moster et al. 2010), but Behroozi et al. found that the five-parameter form performed better based on their abundance-matching technique. We fit this relation to our data, with the best-fit parameters being given in Table 2; the 1σ uncertainty of the fit is shown by the gray regions in Figure 9. In Appendix B we show that we can accurately reconstruct the observed SMUVS stellar mass function using these best-fit relations, which highlights the consistency of our analysis. At \( z \geq 3.0 \), our results would be complemented by combining them with a consistent analysis of data from larger and/or deeper surveys in order to fully resolve the SHMR.

The peaked nature of the SHMR is commonly interpreted as the integrated effect of stellar and AGN feedback processes inhibiting star formation in the low- and high-mass regimes, respectively, within the hierarchical structure formation of ΛCDM (e.g., Benson et al. 2003; Bower et al. 2006). Given its peaked nature, the halo mass at which the SHMR is maximized, \( M_{\text{peak}} \), is of further interest. This indicates the halo mass...
mass at which the conversion of baryons into stars over the
date of the halo has been most efficient. We derive this from
the maximum of our best-fit SHMRs and give our values for
\( M_{\text{peak}} \) in Figure 10 (see also the rightmost column of Table 2).
We can see that our estimations link up smoothly with previous
estimates from similar studies at lower redshifts, although we
note that the Zehavi et al. (2011) and Coupon et al. (2012)
studies are based on luminosity-selected samples, rather than
stellar mass-selected.

To describe the mild redshift dependence of \( M_{\text{peak}} \), we
fit a simple power law to the observational data shown in
Figure 10 (e.g., Moster et al. 2010), and find that
\[ \log_{10}(M_{\text{peak}}/M_\odot) = 11.6 + (1 + z)0.06 \]
(shown as the solid line), is a reasonable description of the data, although this is
of course somewhat dependent on the observational data chosen.

Our results for \( M_{\text{peak}} \) are consistent with those from the
sophisticated abundance-matching technique of Behroozi et al. (2013b), also shown in Figure 10. This model constrains
the SHMR based on halo merger trees from the Bolshoi
simulations (Klypin et al. 2011) and observational estimates
of the stellar mass function, the cosmic star formation rate
density and the specific star formation rate—stellar mass plane
for \( 0 < z < 8 \). Here we compute their value for \( M_{\text{peak}} \) based on
their best-fit SHMR (see their Section 5) and propagate through
their uncertainties on the SHMR parameters. Their model agrees
well with other observational estimates of \( M_{\text{peak}} \) at low redshift
(\( z \leq 1 \)), and is consistent with our measurements at higher
redshifts, although understandably their model is less well
constrained here by the availability of observational data at these
redshifts that could be used in their fitting procedure.

5. Discussion of Modeling Assumptions
In this section, we briefly discuss some issues pertaining to the
validity of some of the assumptions we have made in our analyses.

Throughout, we have assumed a five-parameter functional
form for the HOD that is motivated by results from
semianalytical and hydrodynamical simulations (e.g., Zheng
et al. 2005, 2007). As is discussed in Guo et al. (2016), this
follows from a lognormal distribution for central
galaxy stellar mass at a fixed halo mass and a power-law
relation between the mean stellar mass of central galaxies and
their host halo masses. In regimes where the SHMR deviates
significantly from a power law, this halo occupation may not
hold. Leauthaud et al. (2011) investigated this and found that
changing the form of their assumed SHMR affected their

Figure 9. Ratio between the median stellar mass and \( M_{\text{b, min}} \) for each galaxy sample for the redshifts indicated in the panel. The solid lines in the \( 1.5 < z < 2.0 \) and
\( 2.0 < z < 3.0 \) panels indicate the best-fit SHMR of Behroozi et al. (2013b), with the 1σ (16 – 84 percentile) uncertainties indicated by the gray shaded region.
Table 2

SHMR Best-fit Parameter Values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>redshift bin</th>
<th>log$_{10}(z)$</th>
<th>log$<em>{10}(M</em>{peak}/M_\odot)$</th>
<th>$\alpha$</th>
<th>$\delta$</th>
<th>$\gamma$</th>
<th>log$<em>{10}(M</em>{peak}/M_\odot)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$1.5 &lt; z &lt; 2.0$</td>
<td>$-1.81 \pm 0.10$</td>
<td>$11.92 \pm 0.20$</td>
<td>$-1.64 \pm 0.39$</td>
<td>$3.30_{-0.56}^{+0.56}$</td>
<td>$0.59 \pm 0.27$</td>
<td>$12.33_{-0.06}^{+0.07}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$2.0 &lt; z &lt; 3.0$</td>
<td>$-1.78 \pm 0.11$</td>
<td>$12.17 \pm 0.22$</td>
<td>$-1.31 \pm 0.35$</td>
<td>$2.81_{-0.43}^{+0.43}$</td>
<td>$0.59 \pm 0.35$</td>
<td>$12.50_{-0.11}^{+0.10}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. $M_{peak}$ is not a fitted parameter, but is derived from the others.

Figure 10. Location of the maximum in the SHMR ($M_{peak}$) as a function of redshift. Observational data from Zehavi et al. (2011, open star), Leauthaud et al. (2012, red downward triangles),Coupon et al. (2012, green triangles), Martinez-Manso et al. (2015, yellow diamond), and McCracken et al. (2015, light blue squares) are also shown. The solid line indicates a best-fit power-law relation in (1+z) to the observational data shown. Simulation data from the abundance-matching model of Behroozi et al. (2013b, dashed black line) are also shown, with the gray shaded region indicating the 1$\sigma$ uncertainty of this quantity.

6. Conclusions

In this work we have applied a phenomenological halo model to the observed clustering and abundance of galaxies in the Spitzer Matching survey of the UltraVISTA ultra-deep...
Stripes (SMUVS) to understand the connection between galaxies and their host dark matter halos. SMUVS provides a unique combination of large area (≈0.66 square degrees of the COSMOS field) and unparalleled depth at 3.6 and 4.5 μm. This, combined with the latest ultra-deep UltraVISTA data and other ancillary data in the COSMOS field, allows for precise photometric estimates of redshift and stellar mass and robust statistics from such a large catalog (≈2.9 × 10^5 objects). As a result, our analysis is performed over an unprecedented redshift range (1.5 < z < 5.0) for volume-limited galaxy samples selected by stellar mass.

To interpret the observed clustering, we use a well-established five-parameter halo model, although we fix the values of three of these parameters. Novel to our approach is the inclusion of the photometric redshift dispersion, Δz, as a free parameter in the fitting procedure. This parameter is designed to encapsulate the effect of dispersion in the photometric redshifts used in our analysis and allows us to fully exploit the clustering information in our photometric galaxy catalog. This parameter is discussed in more detail in Appendix A.

From our best-fit halo models we can derive a number of interesting quantities. The characteristic halo masses, M_{h, min} and M_{h, t}, are well constrained by our data and exhibit fairly tight linear relationships (in logarithmic space) with stellar mass. This is similar to what has been found in earlier studies with similar analyses (e.g., McCracken et al. 2015).

The satellite fraction, i.e., the fraction of galaxies in a sample that do not sit at the center of the potential well of their halo, generally increases with cosmic time. This is in broad agreement with other studies in the literature and in line with expectations of hierarchical structure formation.

The comoving correlation length, r_c, defined such that ξ(r_c) ≡ 1, and large-scale effective galaxy bias, b_{gal}, show strong monotonic trends with increasing redshift for a fixed stellar mass over the entire redshift range probed.

Projecting ΛCDM halo mass accretion histories computed according to Appendix A of McBride et al. (2009) through our measurements of the large-scale bias, and combining this with the evolution of stellar mass content based on the cumulative number density (Behroozi et al. 2013a), we propose an evolutionary path for the dark matter and stellar mass content of galaxies for 1.5 < z < 4.0. This shows a favorable agreement with our independent determinations of the relationship between galaxy bias and stellar mass at these redshifts and appears to be an interesting method to investigate the coevolution of these quantities in the future.

Finally, we investigate the SHMR. This indicates the efficiency with which baryons have been converted into stars over the lifetime of a dark matter halo. We fit the SHMR parametrization of Behroozi et al. (2013b) for our two lowest redshift bins (1.5 < z < 2.0 and 2.0 < z < 3.0). In Appendix B we show that these SHMRs can reproduce the stellar mass function computed directly from the SMUVS catalog, which highlights the consistency of our analysis. The halo mass at which this relationship peaks indicates the halos for which the integrated star formation efficiency is greatest. We conclude that this quantity evolves mildly with redshift, i.e., log_{10}(M_{peak}) ∝ (1 + z)0.06 for z ≤ 3. Our inferred values of M_{peak} are consistent with independent constraints on the evolution of this quantity inferred from abundance-matching techniques (Behroozi et al. 2013b).

We end by acknowledging that the results presented in this work could be complemented in the future by deeper observations and/or larger area surveys. This would allow a number of trends/relationships identified here (and in earlier studies) to be fully investigated at higher redshift, which will provide important constraints for physical models of galaxy formation and evolution. Conversely, further modeling of our data with more physically motivated models than the HOD framework used in this study would allow us to disentangle the physical processes responsible for the trends observed.
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Appendix A

Modeling the Photometric Redshift Dispersion

In this appendix, we discuss our modeling of the redshift dispersion that is due to photometric redshifts, which we describe through the parameter Δz and Equation (11). This assumes that the distribution of (z_{phot} − z_{true}) is Gaussian with a width that scales with (1 + z_{true}). First, we show that under these assumptions, our modeling can accurately recover the redshift dispersion. To do this, we use a simulated 2 deg^2 galaxy catalog from the semianalytical model of galaxy formation, GALFORM (Lacey et al. 2016). We simulate photometric redshifts by applying a Gaussian scatter that scales with (1 + z_{true}) and then select galaxies based on their photometric redshifts in the range 2 < z_{phot} < 3 and log_{10}(M_*/M_☉) > 10.4. We do this for two values of standard deviation for the Gaussian scatter, Δz, of 0.02 and 0.08. For simplicity, we do not apply any scaling or error to the simulated stellar masses. We then measure
the angular clustering and fit a HOD model to this following
the same procedure we use for our SMUVS data as
outlined in Section 3; for this we assume a 10 percent error
on \(N_{\text{gal}}\) as is typical of our SMUVS data. The resulting
marginalized likelihood distributions from our MCMC fitting
are shown in Figure 11. We can see from the bottom right
panel that the best-fit value of \(\Delta_z\), which is in remarkable agreement with the input value. The contours in the off-diagonal panels indicate the 1, 2,
and 3\(\sigma\) regions.

The effect of increasing the photometric redshift dispersion
on the measured clustering is shown in the left panel of
Figure 12. We can see that increasing the value of \(\Delta_z\) reduces
the amplitude, as the clustering is being projected over a
broader redshift range. However, the model is able to account
for this such that the best-fit HOD that is recovered is the same,
as can be seen in the inset panel. In the inset panel we also
show the HOD predicted by the \textsc{GALFORM} model. We note that
this is not precisely reproduced by the statistical HOD model,
but consider further investigation of this beyond the scope of

Figure 11. Example one-dimensional (diagonal panels) and two-dimensional (off-diagonal panels) likelihood distributions produced from our MCMC fitting procedure for \(\log_{10}(M_{\text{h},1}/M_\odot) > 10.4\) galaxies in the range \(2.0 < \z_{\text{phot}} < 3.0\), based on the clustering of a 2 deg\(^2\) simulated galaxy catalog produced by the Lacey et al. (2016) \textsc{GALFORM} model. The different colors represent different values of input photometric redshift dispersion, \(\Delta_z\), as indicated in the legend. The solid lines in the bottom right panel indicate the best-fit value of \(\Delta_z\), which is in remarkable agreement with the input value. The contours in the off-diagonal panels indicate the 1, 2,
and 3\(\sigma\) regions.
this work. The photometric redshift broadening is shown further in the right panel of Figure 12 for the case of $\Delta_z = 0.08$. We see here that the true redshift distribution of galaxies selected by $2 < z_{\text{phot}} < 3$ is actually somewhat broader than these photometric redshift limits suggest and that this can be reasonably recovered by the HOD model, recalling that the HOD model cannot account for evolution of the population within the redshift bin chosen. We conclude from these tests that our method can accurately account for the redshift dispersion arising from our necessary use of photometric redshifts.

We now discuss our decision to leave $\Delta_z$ as a free parameter. In principle, $\Delta_z$ could be measured from the data by comparison with spectroscopic redshifts. However, the spectroscopic coverage of our catalog is small ($\sim 5\%$) and has a complicated selection function. Nevertheless, our data suggest $\Delta_z = 0.035$ for galaxies in the redshift range covered by this study ($1.5 < z < 5.0$). We recall that $\sigma_z$ is the
standard deviation of $|z_{\text{phot}} - z_{\text{spec}}|/(1 + z_{\text{spec}})$, excluding outliers [objects with $|z_{\text{phot}} - z_{\text{spec}}|/(1 + z_{\text{spec}}) > 0.15$]. We therefore fit a set of HOD models fixing $\Delta_z = 0.035$ and compare the resulting best-fit models to our fits with $\Delta_z$ left as a free parameter. To do this, we use the Bayesian information criterion (BIC; Schwarz 1978; see, e.g., Lid- dle 2007 for a discussion). This criterion is evaluated as follows:

$$\text{BIC} = -2 \ln L_{\text{max}} + k \ln N,$$

where $k$ is the number of model parameters and $N$ is the number of data points (12 angular clustering data points and the observed number of galaxies). It is an approximation of the Bayesian evidence that should be a reasonable one given our uninformative priors. Models with the lowest value of BIC are favored, and although models with more free parameters can generally achieve a greater maximum likelihood, they are penalized by the $k \ln N$ term in Equation (19). We consider the difference in BIC values, $\Delta \text{BIC}$, between our $\Delta_z$ fixed and $\Delta_z$ free models in the left panel of Figure 13. As a “rule of thumb”, values of $\Delta \text{BIC} > 6$ indicate that a model is “strongly” favored (e.g., Appendix E of Fabozzi et al. 2014). Thus, we can see that in many cases the models in which $\Delta_z$ is a free parameter are strongly favored.

Additionally, we assess the impact of $\Delta_z$ on the two remaining halo model parameters. The fractional change in these is typically $\lesssim 0.2$ dex, as is shown in the right panel of Figure 13. Interestingly, a higher value of $\Delta_z$ appears to produce slightly higher values of $M_{b,\text{min}}$ (which will lead to higher values of derived quantities such as $b_{\text{gal}}$ and $r_0$) and slightly lower values of $M_{h,1}$ (which will lead to higher values of $f_{\text{sat}}$). Given that $\Delta_z$-free models are strongly favored by the BIC and the impact on the other model parameters is fairly small ($\lesssim 0.2$ dex), we are justified in our decision to leave $\Delta_z$ as a free parameter.

Finally, we discuss whether our modeling returns reasonable values for $\Delta_z$. In Figure 14 we show our values of $\Delta_z/(z_{50} - z_{b})$, which gives a measure of the redshift dispersion relative to the width of the redshift bin we are considering (here $z_{50}$ is the median stellar mass of a sample and $z_{b}$ and $z_{b}$ represent the limits of the photometric redshift bin). The values of this quantity are typically $\lesssim 0.5$, which suggests that the bin-to-bin photometric redshift contamination in our work is minor once the general redshift dispersion has been accounted for. We note that our $1.5 < z < 2.0$, log$_{10}(M_*/M_\odot) > 10.4$ sample appears to return an anomalously high value of $\Delta_z$, but none of our scientific conclusions would be changed by removing this sample from our study. Our sample at $4.0 < z < 5.0$ also returns a high value for $\Delta_z$, which we accept as a consequence of the extreme high-redshift nature of this sample in terms of stellar mass-selected clustering measurements.

A further check on the values of $\Delta_z$ returned by our model is to use them to reconstruct the photometric redshift distribution of our catalog for a given stellar mass threshold. We show this in Figure 15 over the redshift range $1.5 < z < 3.0$ for two stellar mass thresholds. These appear to be a reasonable reconstruction of the redshift distribution computed directly from the SMUVS catalog, which is based on the best-fit photometric redshift computed by LEPHARE, and so add confidence to the values of $\Delta_z$ determined by our method.
Appendix B
Reconstructing the Stellar Mass Function

In this appendix, we use our best-fit SHMRs from Section 4.5 (see Table 2) to reconstruct the stellar mass function for $1.5 < z < 2.0$ and $2.0 < z < 3.0$. For this, we begin with a halo mass function generated according to the prescription of Tinker et al. (2008) and incorporate a constant Gaussian scatter around our best-fit SHMR with a dispersion of 0.16 dex (More et al. 2009; Moster et al. 2010). We show the results in Figure 16, where we compare our SHMR-derived stellar mass function to those computed directly from the SMUVS catalog using the method described in Deshmukh et al. (2018). The two methods are in good agreement, which highlights the consistency of our analyses. The peaked nature of the SHMR clearly converts the halo mass function into the Schechter function shape of the observed galaxy stellar mass function. We have ignored satellite galaxies in converting the halo mass function into a stellar mass function, as shown in Figure 16. However, as our satellite fractions are generally small ($\lesssim 0.1$), this does not affect the conclusion of this section.

Appendix C
Tabulated Results

In this appendix, we tabulate our main results from Section 4 in Table 3.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$z_{hi}$</th>
<th>$z_{lo}$</th>
<th>$\Delta z_{lim}$</th>
<th>$M_{*,lim}$</th>
<th>$N_{gal}$</th>
<th>$\sigma_{gal}$</th>
<th>$\sigma_{CV}$</th>
<th>$\Delta_{fit}$</th>
<th>$M_{*,min}$</th>
<th>$M_{*,1}$</th>
<th>$\chi_{w(\theta)}^2$</th>
<th>$\chi_{N_{gal}}^2$</th>
<th>$\chi_{red}^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>9.00</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>9.49</td>
<td>19 637</td>
<td>1424.3</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>7.21</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>11.58$^{+0.05}_{-0.04}$</td>
<td>12.88$^{+0.07}_{-0.07}$</td>
<td>0.039$^{+0.06}_{-0.07}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.20</td>
<td>1.71</td>
<td>9.64</td>
<td>15 309</td>
<td>1 134.2</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>7.35</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>11.67$^{+0.05}_{-0.05}$</td>
<td>12.96$^{+0.08}_{-0.08}$</td>
<td>0.039$^{+0.01}_{-0.01}$</td>
<td>0.06$^{+0.01}_{-0.01}$</td>
<td>4.39$^{+0.12}_{-0.11}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.40</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>9.86</td>
<td>11 232</td>
<td>857.5</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>7.56</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>11.79$^{+0.05}_{-0.04}$</td>
<td>13.01$^{+0.08}_{-0.08}$</td>
<td>0.054$^{+0.04}_{-0.04}$</td>
<td>0.07$^{+0.01}_{-0.01}$</td>
<td>4.77$^{+0.14}_{-0.13}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.60</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>10.09</td>
<td>8 186</td>
<td>658.3</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>7.95</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>11.91$^{+0.04}_{-0.04}$</td>
<td>13.07$^{+0.08}_{-0.08}$</td>
<td>0.063$^{+0.03}_{-0.03}$</td>
<td>0.08$^{+0.01}_{-0.01}$</td>
<td>5.18$^{+0.14}_{-0.14}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.80</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>10.27</td>
<td>6 129</td>
<td>515.3</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>8.29</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>12.02$^{+0.05}_{-0.05}$</td>
<td>13.14$^{+0.10}_{-0.10}$</td>
<td>0.094$^{+0.03}_{-0.03}$</td>
<td>0.08$^{+0.02}_{-0.02}$</td>
<td>5.58$^{+0.19}_{-0.18}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>10.42</td>
<td>4 634</td>
<td>417.4</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>8.86</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>12.11$^{+0.06}_{-0.06}$</td>
<td>13.22$^{+0.12}_{-0.12}$</td>
<td>0.10$^{+0.03}_{-0.03}$</td>
<td>0.08$^{+0.03}_{-0.03}$</td>
<td>5.93$^{+0.23}_{-0.21}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.20</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>10.54</td>
<td>3 458</td>
<td>328.3</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>9.31</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>12.22$^{+0.05}_{-0.05}$</td>
<td>13.29$^{+0.13}_{-0.13}$</td>
<td>0.115$^{+0.04}_{-0.04}$</td>
<td>0.08$^{+0.03}_{-0.03}$</td>
<td>6.36$^{+0.27}_{-0.26}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.40</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>10.66</td>
<td>2 398</td>
<td>240.5</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>9.76</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>12.36$^{+0.05}_{-0.05}$</td>
<td>13.22$^{+0.19}_{-0.19}$</td>
<td>0.256$^{+0.13}_{-0.13}$</td>
<td>0.15$^{+0.10}_{-0.10}$</td>
<td>7.16$^{+0.19}_{-0.20}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.60</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>10.79</td>
<td>1 469</td>
<td>164.7</td>
<td>2.61</td>
<td>10.84</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>12.49$^{+0.05}_{-0.05}$</td>
<td>13.56$^{+0.15}_{-0.15}$</td>
<td>0.149$^{+0.04}_{-0.04}$</td>
<td>0.07$^{+0.03}_{-0.03}$</td>
<td>7.61$^{+0.33}_{-0.32}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.80</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>10.95</td>
<td>702</td>
<td>96.5</td>
<td>3.77</td>
<td>13.09</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>12.71$^{+0.06}_{-0.06}$</td>
<td>13.69$^{+0.16}_{-0.16}$</td>
<td>0.189$^{+0.08}_{-0.08}$</td>
<td>0.09$^{+0.04}_{-0.04}$</td>
<td>8.92$^{+0.45}_{-0.37}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. All masses in $\log(M/M_\odot)$. Error bars are 1σ.

Each of our fits has nine degrees of freedom. There are 12 clustering data points, plus the observed number of galaxies. The model has three free parameters.

For this sample, we are unable to fully constrain all of the model parameters, therefore we do not quote a minimum $\chi_{red}^2$. 

Table 3
Tabulated Main Results
Appendix D
Example Likelihood Distributions

In this appendix, we show some examples of the likelihood distributions produced by our MCMC fitting procedure in Figure 17. These correspond to the samples shown in the upper right-hand panel of Figure 2.

Figure 17. Example one-dimensional (diagonal panels) and two-dimensional (off-diagonal panels) likelihood distributions produced from our MCMC fitting procedure for stellar mass-selected samples in the $2.0 < z < 3.0$ redshift range. The contours in the off-diagonal panels represent the 1, 2, and 3σ regions. The solid and dashed lines in the diagonal panels represent the best-fit values and 1σ errors, respectively. The different colors correspond to a different stellar mass threshold, as shown in the legend. The samples correspond to the clustering and best-fit halo models shown in the upper right-hand panel of Figure 2.
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